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One-axis twisting Hamiltonian
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Dynamical gauge fields are omnipresent in nature. The implementation in atomic
systems is an outstanding challenge. Here we propose the experimental realization of an
atomic system capturing the physics of 1+1 dimensional QED.

Challenge 1:  Can we synthesize such a dynamical gauge field in the lab ?

Challenge 2: Can we experimentally observe the Schwinger pair production ?

B04– Berges, Oberthaler

B04 Cold atom gauge theories

Current state of understanding and preliminary work

Research Plan

B04 / Berges, Oberthaler

Figure 3.7: Links between project B04 and
the other projects within ISOQUANT.

The strong-field aspects of QED addressed in this project con-
nects B04 to B02 and B01. Here, the phenomenological expertise of
B02 may lead to new proposals to study experimentally unobserved
effects of strong-field (bound-state) quantum electrodynamics with a
cold-atom setup.

There is a particular close link to A04 since the experimental tech-
niques used in this setup will be heavily exploited in the above project.
Since the above proposal is based on a Bose-Fermi mixtures, we will
have fruitful exchange of ideas and techniques used and developed
in projects C03, A03 and A05, where similar systems are addressed.
Since B04 studies a one dimensional cold atom system this results in
common experimental questions being present in A03. The precise
manipulation of fermionic atoms necessary in this project connects
B04 with the experimental group of S. Jochim being heavily involved
in the projects C01, C02, C04.

3.6 Delineation from other funded projects of the principal investigators

Prof. Jürgen Berges has a BMBF grant (05P15VHFC1) Signatures of the nonequilibrium physics of the QCD
phase transition at CBM-densities running from 2015 - 2018. The project is dedicated to the search for the criti-
cal end-point and the hadronisation at high densities relevant for the CBM experiment at the GSI Helmholtzzen-
trum in Darmstadt, and to the development of tools to circumvent the sign-problem at non-zero baryon number
densities. This is not the subject of the project B04.

3.7 Project funds

3.7.1 Previous funding

The project is currently not funded and no funding proposal has been submitted.

3.7.2 Funds requested

Funding for 2016/2 2017 2018 2019 2020/1

Staff Qty. Sum Qty. Sum Qty. Sum Qty. Sum Qty. Sum

Postdoc, 100% 1 32.7 1 65.4 1 65.4 1 65.4 1 32.7

Doctoral student,
75%

1 22.7 1 45.5 1 45.5 1 45.5 1 22.7

Total 55.4 110.9 110.9 110.9 55.4

Direct costs Sum Sum Sum Sum Sum

Consumables, run-
ning costs, equipmt 43.0 52.0 40.0 40.0 20.0

Total 43.0 52.0 40.0 40.0 20.0

Major research
equipment Sum Sum Sum Sum Sum

Laser system 65.0

Total 65.0

Total 163.4 162.9 150.9 150.9 75.4
(All figures in ke)
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Time line of work programme
B04 / Berges, Oberthaler

B04 Time line of work programme Year 1 Year 2 Years 3 & 4

Project part/Task Quarter Year 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1/2 3/4 1/2 3/4

1 Ultracold atoms and strong-field QED: building blocks

1.1 Heteronuclear Fermi-Bose spin-changing collisions

1.2 Theory: Parameter regimes and Bose-Bose systems

1.3 Potential upgrade to Na-K mixture

2 Controlled preparation of initial states

2.1 Set up array of 1D tubes

2.2 Establish superlattice for the gauge field setup

2.3 Explore accessibility of initial conditions

3 Dynamics of model gauge systems

3.1 Modeling the spin-changing dynamics in Na-Li and Na-K

3.2 Theory: Realisation of dynamical gauge fields (U(1) Higgs)

3.3 Model realisation of QED in experimental setup

3.4 Investigate possibilities of realising non-Abelian models

Time line of work programme

1st year

(B04-1) Ultracold atom system and strong-field QED: the building blocks

• Heteronuclear spin-changing collisions between fermions and bosons have not yet been observed. The
goal of our first experiment is the clear demonstration of this phenomenon, revealing the coupling con-
stants. For this purpose we will improve our imaging system to be able to detect small numbers of atoms
spin resolved. These experiments will be in three dimensional traps which we refer to as ’bulk physics’.

• We study theoretically what parameter regimes appear accessible in the experiment. Moreover, we will
explore other setups such as boson-boson systems which allow for the investigation of lattice gauge-
Higgs models [12].

(B04-2) Ultracold atom system and strong-field QED: Controlled preparation of initial states

• In the first year we will start with an optical setup which allows the generation of the necessary periodic
potentials. This will involve a far detuned two-dimensional lattice realising a set of one-dimensional tubes.
In order to keep the three-particle losses for the bosons small, we foresee transverse trapping frequencies
on the order of 5 kHz and large enough spacing such that the tunnelling between neighbouring sites is
negligible. The laser frequency will be far red detuned for lithium as well as for sodium. These tubes
realise copies of many one-dimensional systems.

• For the implementation of the lattice gauge field, a superlattice has to be realised by superposing two
standing light waves impinging under an angle such that a periodic potential with lattice constants �
and 2� is realised. With that we will have full control over the energy difference between neighbouring
sites. As a final step, we will implement a lattice with periodicity 2� with a small phase offset, coupling
effectively only to one atomic substate of the bosonic species. This modifies the spin degree of freedom
of every second link, i.e. bosonic lattice sites, and can be used for implementing the alternating bosonic
population difference.

• The setup described above will be implemented with maximal passive stability and further improved via
active stabilisation for controlling the phase of the different light fields according to the necessities of the
experiment.
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Proposed setup:

The buildung blocks

An experimental implementation

The observables:

Schwinger pair production
for extreme electrical fields
in 1+1 QED

Fermions only in lowest
band of superlattice

Alternating spin-
imbalance of Bosons

Electric Field Interaction TermMass Term

Quantum link model: Dynamical gauge fields

• Study of pair production as B03 with strong theory overlap

• Long time dynamics of gauge fields as in A01 and B03

• Strong field studies as in B02

• Experimental techniques shared with A04

• Study in Bose-Fermi mixture links to C03, A03 and A05

• Fermionic atoms employs techniques as in C01, C02, C04

Take lattice gauge theory as
starting point and implement
the building blocks.

• Blue detuned superlattice for fermions

• Red detuned lattice for bosons

• Local angular momentum conserving

exchange process via heteronuclear

spin changing collisions

Matter field Quantum link

Matter field

Gauge field

Bose-Fermi mixture: dynamics of fermions immersed in Bose gases

Superlattice: connection to
band structure
Vacuum is what in this limit.  

Spin changing
collisions: the local
conserved
Quantitity due to spin
chanigng collisions
fullfilling \Delta Mf =0; 
field criticality

Classical link: two component bose gas 
described with one axis twisting Hamiltonian

Matter production:
In the limit of infinite mass the real
particles are represented by spin up
Lithium atoms. Thus the observation of
the population of the spin up componentn
is a direct measure for the realization of
pair production. This will be investigated
as function of bosonic imbalance to reveal
the threshhold behaviour.

number of generated particles and electric field amplitude

momentum distribution

Decay of electric field :
The field amplitude is connected to
population imbalance of the two bosonic
spin states. This can be observed globally
by spin resolved imaging with consecutive
absorption imaging. Even spatial
correlations of spin degrees are
conceivable.

Momentum distribution:
The calculated momentum disitrbution is
directly connected to the population of the
Bloch states in the superlattice. This can
be access via the band mapping
techniques.

phononic Lamb shift 
from coupling between 
impurity and phonons

• Species selective 

potential

• Detection via Ramsey 

sequence

• Read-out via band 

mapping

Pb

Pb

Relativistic Heavy-Ion
Collision

Theoretical Development
String Breaking in (1+1) im quantum link models with the classical

statistical approach

The Abelian Higgs model couples bosonic degrees of freedom to a

a dynamical gauge field. Since only bosonic degrees of freedom

are involved it can be quantum simulated with a Bose-Bose mixture.

Main difference to QED: the bosons self-interact locally.

Banerjee et al. PRL 109, 175302 (2012)

Zohar et al. PRA 88, 023617 (2013)

Tagliacozzo et al. Nature Comm 4, 2615 (2013)

Theoretical Methods towards making the Link Classical
The two component Bose gas per link can be expressed by the Schwinger
representation

with the constraint .
Integrating out the fermions and exploiting high
occupation of bosonic mode allows theoretical
treatment. Using the density phase represent-
ation

recovers Wilson‘s lattice gauge theory for .

V. Kasper, F. Hebenstreit,  M. K. Oberthaler, 

J. Berges, arXiv:1506.01238

Momentum distribution of the produced fermions at
(dotted) (dotted), (dashed) and (solid)
bgrsbsbfgs for grst such that the QED result is
well described.

Pair production for strong electric fields:

N ⇡ 1000

�B ⇡ h · 0.03 Hz

For Na + Li: For Na + K:

�BF ⇡ h · 0.005 Hz

1  E

EC
⇡ g2

M2
N ⇡ �B�FB

�2
N2

�c ⇡ h · 10 Hz

�BF ⇡ h · 0.25 Hz

�c ⇡ h · 70 Hz
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Spontaneous (Schwinger) pair production for large electric fields
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Zache et al. QST 3 034010 (2018)

Staggered fermions Wilson fermions
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Platform Refrigeration Dyn Gauge Fields
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